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UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI· ST. LO{HS

Voter'Turnout Usually Low For SGA

Chillin' In. The Sun

by Thomas J. Kovach
editor

Photo: Dirk Fletcher

Three students seem to be searching for the Starship Enterprise while relaxing in the beautiful spring
weather. The students are from left, Stephanie Jensen, Paul Kircher and Michelle Raney.

Do Student Government Association leaders really serve the' students?
Not according to election results.
A Current examination of how
many students vote in the annual SGA
elections shows, at the most, 900 votes
cast.
Last year, Mark Grimes won 376254 over Frank Tucci. Julie Schwetz
beat Melissa Green, 386-233.
With 14,000 students on campus,
Grimes won only the support of approximately three percent.
"You need to have at least five
polling places-one each in Mark
Twain, Stadler, South Campus, SSB
and Lucas Hall," said former SGA
president Jerry Berhorst "You just
can't get voter turnout from small
flyers and handouts."
Former SGA presidential hopeful
Scott Lewis said low voter turnout
stifles the chances of other candidates.

Kelly Issues Audit On Entire UM System
by Thomas J. Kovach
editor
State Auditor Margaret Kelly recommended the University of Missouri
System review several areas, including three self-supporting operations
at UM-St Louis.
The audit, which took about nine

months, said athletics, food services
and the University Child Development Center were "operating ataloss."
UM -St Louis Spokesperson Bob
Samples said "a number of issues
raised in the report have been resolved
and those that have not will be."
"The University started the process to end or reduce subsidies to all
auxiliary units- including athletics.

Child Development Center and
Marillac campus food service- before the auditor's report was issued."
, Samples said UM-St Louis is in
the "process of removing all subsidies
for athletic programs because of continuing budgetary restraints."
"This move does not mean we
consider athletics unimportant," he
said. "Our athletic program- grounded

Cycle of Violence
Battered Women Can Find Help
In St. Louis, But Beds Are Few
the ALIVE office, therapy, counseling, referrals and court-ordered protection.
Locations of the ALIVE office,
Second of three parts:
There are only two domestic the safe homes and the shelters are all
violence shelters for women and confidential for the safety of the batchildren in St Louis, one in St. tered women.
Creagh said ALIVE began in 1983
Charles and a network of only 20
as
an
all-volunteer network and has
privately owned safe homes in S1.
expanded
into a full service agency
Louis and St. Charles Counties.
When considering domestic with 11 employees, ~O volunteers and
violence is present in at least one- 65 members of Friends of ALIVE, a
fourth of all marriages. and when volunteer group that builds commuthere are only 45 domestic beds in nity awareness and holds fundraisers.
St. Louis City and County, bat- ALIVE primarily is funded through
tered women are "a terribly individual and group donations.
Creagh said when a woman calls
underserved population," said
Dianne Creagh, community out- the hotline, at any time of day, the first
priority is to make sure she is safe
reach manager of ALIVE Inc.
"[It is] a population at risk be- from her batt~rer, and tend to any
cause of the lack of available ser- medical needs . She said once the
vices for the women who need woman is safe they begin working on
short term planning and assist her in
them," Creagh said.
She said shelters in St. Louis emotional soundness. Then they teach
have been turning away 800-1200 the battered woman about the cycle of
battered women annually because violence so she can learn what to
of the lack of domestic violence expect in her relationship.
"Face-to-face intervention is our
bed space and these women sometimes face isolation from friends ultimate goal with her ," Creagh said.
Across the Missouri River in St.
and family because of the abusive
Charles is a large home called The
tactics of the man.
"Without the shelter they may Women's Center that can house 17
have no other place to go," Creagh women and children who are seeking
refuge from their abusers.
said.
Pam Moussette, director of The
ALNE (alternatives to living
in violent environments) is a non- Women's Center, said the Center alprofit social service agency that most always is filled to capacity with
offers services to battered
women and their children.
Unlike
the
Women's Center of St
Charles, St. Martha's
Hall in St Louis and the
St.Louis Abused
Women's
Support
Project in St. Louis,
ALIVE is an "underground railroad" of
people's homes throughout the area where battered women can find a
place to spend the night L--....
while receiving, through

by Max Montgomery
managing editor
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battered women from all over the
St. Louis area and of all races, ages
and socioeconomic backgrounds.
She said she has seen women who
have been shot, had guns held to
their heads, locked out of the house
in the middle of winter with no
clothes, had a pet killed in front of
them and even set on fire.
Mousette said while the women
live in the Center they cook, clean
and take care of their children, if
they have any ,just as they would in
their own home. While the women
are there, they can attend group
meetings, see counselors and, just
as with ALIVE, they can get help
obtaining an order of protection.
Mousette said the public needs
to take domestic violence more seriously because it is a crime that's
not going away.
"We need to address this as a
.serious problem for all of us, because it is," she said.
All of the shelters and programs
offer information and help to the
abused woman about what the justice system can do for them. According to The Women's Center,
the justice system is taking a stronger stance against domestic violence. In 1984, the report of the
U.S. Attorney General's Task Force
on Family Violence reaffirmed the
need for an improved criminal justice response to domestic violence
stating, "The legal re. sponse to family violence must be guided
primarily by the nature '
of the abusive act, not
the relationship between
the victim and the
abuser." Police, prosecutors and judges seek
to arrest and convict
batterers.
Orders ofprot.ection
that can order the abuser
to stop threatening and!
See CYCLE, page 4

in the philosophy that a college athlete is a student first- are an essential
component of the university."
Samples said the subsidies to the
Child Development Center will be
made up by increasing user fees.
Vending machines have been installed
to replace food service on theMarillac
campus.
Ke y also said that the Memoria!
Union/Brady Grill Food Services and
the AL Gustin Golf on the UMColumbia campus were losing money.
She said the University of Missouri is providing subsidies to "entities that do not appear to need them."
"The Columbia campus i providing about S670,000 annually to
the athletic department In 1990,
athletic departmem revenues exceeded expenses by $1 ,059,469. In
addition, the athletic department
maintains a reserve account that had a
balance around S1.5 million at May
31,1991," the audit said.
The KanSas City campus subsidizes its bookstore operation, which
made a net profit between $190,000
and $334,000 each year since fiscal
year 1987.
"All subsidizes should be reviewed periodically for soundness,"
Kelly said. "There appears to be no
need to continue subsidies for programs that routinely operate at a
profit."
Kelly said University officials
agreed with her recommendations and
said "actions were either under consideration or being taken to address
many of the auditor's fmdings."
In addition, Kelly said the UM
System has no policy requiring faculty
to teach a minimum number of hours
per semester. On the average, Kelly
said University personal estimate
nearly 40 percent of their time is in
"instructional activities" like teaching, preparing, advising students and
holding office hours.
The audit said faculty who spend
less time teaching are compensated
more that those who spend more time
in the classroom.
She recommended that UM officials create a courseload policy for
faculty and review teaching loads to
"determine of the amount of time
spent teaching in comparsion with
other duties is in accordance with the
University's IT)ission.''
Kelly also said UM officials
should review staffing and organization to guarantee theappropriate "mix"
of faculty employees to students
University of Missouri records,
according to Kelly, indicate that some
UM faculty members work 1,000
hours per year in the consulting activities. She said a 1990 nationwide
survey indicated most faculty "wQrk
between 150-200 hours annually of
outside work."

"I think it's a shame that the
people didn't come out and vote,"
Lewis told The Current in 1988. "If
they were. really concerned about
how their money is getting spent,
they would have taken the time out to
vote for somebody who could have
made a difference."
The 1988 election featured
Berhorst,Lewis and Steven Wolfe
on the ballot. Berhorst, a UM-St.
Louis graduate, won by receiving
235 votes.
A total of 419 people voted in
that election.
In the 1987 elections, Steve
Bratcher captured 381 votes. His opponent,Jerry Eulentrop, received 259
votes.
The 1989 election ended with
similar results, but with more contestants. Terence Small won 283 votes,
while David Rothman, Steve
Meinhold and Jeffery Scott each received less than 275 votes.
But thatelection year was marred
by a failed publicity stunt by

Meinhold's running mate, Shaun
McDonald, and allegations that
Karen Aldridge, Rothman's vice
presidential candidate, was seen
campaigning next to a ballot box.
Aldridge said at that time the
charges were "an outright lie."
In addition, Rothman and
McDonald were accused of unethical conduct because they were sorting ballots after voting was completed.
Rothman said Bratcher needed
their help because of a staffing shortage.
"But one of the problems,';
Rothman told The Current in 1989,
"with student involvement here is
that you can't get volunteers to help
with the ballots."
The elections this year will be
held on April 29 and 30. Anyone
who wants to run for an office must
apply by April 10. Anyonewhowould
like to volunteer to count votes call
Bob Schmalfeld At student Activities at 553-529l.

Picked Off

Photo: Dirk Fletcher

UM-St. Lou is Rivermen Baseball won against McKendree Tuesday afte rnoon at Rivermen Field.

Drivers Beware Of "Death
Valley" On Florissant Road
by Thomas J. Kovach
editor
"Slow down and pay attention."
That's what Cool Valley Police
Officer Gary Kramer tells drivers as
they make their way on Interstate 70
from Hanley Road to Bermuda Avenue.
Law enforcement officials are
calling 1-70 that stretch ofroad "Death
Valley" cir the "Bennuda TJ,iangle."
The statistics Inck up Kramer' s
words. In 1991, there were 49 accidents along 1-70 around S. Florissant
Road.
The Division of Planning for the
Missouri Highway Department of
Transportatio says from Hanley to
Bermuda, the t were 167 accidents in
1990. For the first nine months of
1991, 107 accidents occurred.
Kramer said most accidents on
the highway start east ofS. Florissant
Rd. If drivers are heading westbound
and they have just passed the Bermuda exit, Kramer said, "the road
disappears. They then hit the brakes
and jerk. to the left. They lose control.
After hitting the brakes, they bounce
off the median wall. And that's when
the multi-car accidents start."
Kramer recalls a time when a
driver of a pick-up truck hit that median wall and was ejected. The driver
was hit several times and it looked

like his head was "decapitated".
The vehicle then rolled down a
hill and broke through a fence before
stopping.
In the Feb.4, 1990 edition of The
St. Louis Post-Dispatch, Jennings
resident Danny W. Hossier recalls an
accident he was in September,1990.
Hossier came over the hill east of
Bermuda Avenue in his white Dodge
Dart. Cars were stopping in fron t of
him . He tried to stop, but "there' s no
way to stop when your wheels are
bouncing six inches off th ground."
Hossier's car hit the back of
Cecillia Templin 's Grand Prix. Her
car suffered about $300 in damage.
Templin said she lowered her
speed because a car had entered the
interstate at New Florissant Road and
cut across three lines to pull in front of
her.
But Kramer said the design of the
roads do not lead to accidents.
"The road engineering isn 't that
bad," he said. "You can go 14 1 miles
per hour there under nonnal driving
conditions. That's if you have no
bumps."
The Missouri Highway Department estimates that 120,000 vehicles
travel that stretch of highway daily.
A flashing yellow sign warning
drivers of lane blockage was added
onJast year on 1-70 east just west of
Hanley Road.
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HELP WANTED

OPPORTUNITIES

FOR RENT
Normandy East and West 1-2 bedroom
apartments. Beautiful park like seuing.
Cenlral Airs (cia), Caqx:Jrt/Garage, Mini
Blinds, Storage $100 Security Deposil
Kohner Properties,
$325 - $365 call 381-1719

*EARN EXIRA IN"COrv1E*
Earn $200-$500 weekly mailing travel

brochures. For information send a
stampedaddressed envelope to: Travel
Inc.,P.O. Box 2530, Miami, FL33161.

$4O,OOO\yr! READ BOOKS
and TV Scripts. FiJI out simple House for rent in FlorissanL 3 bed"like"don't like" form. EASY! Fllll, re- . room, central air, $6CO month. Call
laxing at home, beach, vacations. Guar- 9214637
anteed paycheck. FREE 24 Hour Recording 801-379-2925.
. FOR SALE
Copyright # MOl7KEB
CHEAPl FBI;U.S. SEIZED
89 Merredes ........ ,..,.....$200

Nanny, up to $4OO-week.live in jobs:
East Coast., Chicago, Florida Great
benefits. Minimum 1 year. National
Nanny.I-800-m-4453.

86 VW .............. ,...........S5O
87 Mercedes. ...............$I00
65 Mustang ...... ,.............S5O
Cboose from thousands starting S25. FREE 24
Hour Recording Reveals Details 801-379-

Alaska Summer Employment - fisheries. Earn S5,000t/month. Free transportation! Room & Board! Over 8,CXXl
openings. No experience necessary.
Male or Female. Get the early start that
is necessary. For employment progrnm
call StudentEmployment Services at 1206-545-4155 ext 1632.

2929.
Copyright

# MOI7.KJC

Suzuki.. Swift 1990, white. 50 mpg, 5speed, air, Oarion stereo, Cruise Control.
$4500. 741-1022.
'For sale 1983 Honda Accord LX. Auto.
NC.~. pb. Cruisecootrol, l07xxxmiles,
new trakes and mufficr, inspected, asking
$2150, oroffer. Pleaseca1l; 727-4861 after
5 pm or leave message'

GU PAID AT HO

Up to $500.00 per ... oHI<. Legitimate Companies need homeworkers. No selling, no
specia l skills needed. For detai ls: Send
$1 .00 plus LSASE 10:

KUL Y ' S , BOX 234
,\ i T. 1\10 RRI ~ , !.! I . 4 84 58

Over three hundred albums from over one
hundred different artists. All styles of
music. fm hCXlked on CD. sound so Tm
willing to sell my whole cassette collection. Three dolJars buys you any release
that I have. Call (314) 567-7693 before
9:00 pm. for more info. Ask for Morgan,
and if I'm not there, leave your name ,
number and the name of the album that
you're looking for.

. Office Help Wanted: Glen Echo Country Oubhasan immedialeopening fora
hard working individuaL Heavy telephone and message taking, typing (45
. WPM), and ten-key required Must
work weekends. Call Caron or Connie
at 383-1500 M-E

n-.

. .--.-.. C2!s:J
-- '.

Financial Aid available immediI S pecla
· I grants program.
ate ly.
Every studen 1 eligible. No one
~:E~:S~~~;~ - $~OO· $&OCe'.-e:rweekturned down. Simple application.
Sroouln!em'Ho;)ftl~lnc.
Send name, address and. $1 P&H
a.::L;:~.:;;,_=p.o.:.;;;_:a~~ox.;:;..680005=:._Orla;;;;rm;;;.;!.F;-;;;l32868~
_~
_ =..;~' fee (refundable) to: Student Services, P.O . Box 22-4026, Hollywood, FL 33022.
OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS!
Part-time and full-time permanentjobs in pleasant atmosphere.
Summer Jobs in the
We have a variety of positions
National Parks
which will go temp to perm.
-Customer Service
Complete guide living
-Data Entry
and working in America's
-Word processors
most see.rue spots. Over
-Secretaries
10,000 summer jobs.
-Machine operatons
$4.95 + $1 S+H
- Small 1001 operation
Please call for interview: 863 Great Plains Publishing
0721
Box 1903
MANPOWER
Joplin, Missouri 64801
231 S. Bemiston
Clayton, MO 63105
Never a fee.
EOE
NO GIMMICKS EXTRA INCO.v.E NOW! ---.

I

II

to

SERVICES
Summer In Europe From $261
each way on discounted scheduled airlines to Europe from St.
Louis. Call (800) 325-2026.

NEED EXTRA INCOME
IIIIt FOR 1992?

1IlV.

Eam $500. $1(0) MIt' u~
Fer de!ais
•IbN! $1.00 will SA:E 10: elH Group Inc.
1019 ti. SI1Mw:od • Or ar.:lo, FL :m 18

Great

P la i n~

Publ i shing
Box 1903
Jopl in, NO 64801

1 Bedroom, 2 Room Efficiency, new appliances,
new carpet, somefurnished. 6month or 1 year lease. $285$295. -OR - a 2 Bedroom, 1 Bath apartment: $315-$350.

3 M inutes From Campus

381 8797

The Wedge ,C afe .,
• One half mile east of CampJ.ls'·

Busch-Michelob Classic Dark
Bud-lire & Pabst Draft SepciaZs
Pool Tables & Leagues Coming Soon
Thursday Night is Ladies Night
Blues Hockey Games\T. V. Drink Specials

Get Scanned!
In Graphi x Plus in the University
Center Lobby we have a scanner.
For a nominal charge we can scan
that graphic or logo on your computer disk for the perfect presentation. For more info . call 5535555 .

r-;'j:"!._

aWORD PROCESSING

!I(•

~.

Bermuda Hc"!lghts
7738 Springdale
Normandy

Up To

$8,000

NOW AVAILABLE
:"\0 Crcdil Check.;';o Colf u eu!, \ "0 Co
;-"'Q J ob ;\"cedcd .

Fr~ Ap phn :ion

S l ~nc.':r. a.~J

8DO.74).XI.J]O

by

Oom,"·T."

:L:_-J

Quality service that
includes spelling, grammar, and
punctuation assiStance. Will
make your report
Affordable for students and
businesses. Convenient Hwy
70\St. Charles Rock Rd. location .

Call 291-6114

MISCELLANEOUS
NEED A LAWYER?-Personal Injury,
including car accidents, TR,AFFlC representation, DWl, and criminal defense.
StevenMay-AttomeyatLaw291-5433 converuentlylocaliXL

fREE ~~
~=-

2 ROLLS -

35mm Film

STEWART A. SCHNEIDER
Attorney at Law
291-5020
Evening and weekend
appointments available.

EARN

$ $$ $

TYPiNG,"STAPLiNG - ' :

PAPERS, ADDRESSING,
WORKING AT HOME.
DETAILS, SEND $1 AND
SELF·ADDRESSED
' r - - - - - - - ' ENVELOPE. KELL V'S

FAST

T ry this Excir ing NeuJ Film "\t.'hlle (chis film) lws

slutrtml!SS and fmc J!l"al7l CfJ m pc [ jllL ~ u uh 'J chcr films
,I{ irs sped , iu main fone is (.A'if Tcpn.dlil.:WJ1l .
N U<lncl!s uj (ol(I T arc!' hc!ki in tho! prints: r U l( c.J.n icc!'
fill!

d:fJ~T~nc..:

11C tU'..!1!11

.

cherr;: red and

N\l\l.· Y\ IU ~ ;:m try l h l.!
he:,!
W\l rkl~ Fllf Fre~. T \l i ntr~lo..luce

Y~' U

(w, )

lunuWI Ted."

Photographic Mag.:ine
,5mm film PIUJcowaphlc
~l\.\ :\.5:\ pri nt fil m in th~
\"I, IU ,

TRACI, thanks for what you
did. It means more than you
know. Can you believe it's
been two months? Mx.

\n~ ' 11 ;:0..1

f<llls Fr . ·I.:.
. Fin\.' gr.:lin. rio.:"h ":oh)[.

w lje-

(,x~ ~ lIr~ Imitu .. I~- r~r iet.: r It lT l'\'l.!ryJ:IY ... h '1£:; .

Shllor In hright llr I"w liu h r -H1~I , ·,n r ~ IIr
\ \UCJ' "Io, l i ::'. AnJ h Il i (.m Ilrdl..'r rnm~ . ~!t J I..'"";, pr
r...lth. tnllTI rhl..' ~. l1n\.· [{,l1-\\·nh" l![ (ht..' hH..!h C0~t

(If :,illk' fdm~ Try rh\.. . r..:m.~rk"H,-· 1·llm It

',w.

I R\l~h ml...' f\\,l 2LL\.' ;\ r ,h Ui\.' r" I1 . . "t \ •.ur hli!hh
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I
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I
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BUGGS--Hows'bout
sammiches?

some

Reporters of News, Sports and Features wanted for Uruversity newspaper. All reporters are paid. Call 5535174 ask for Tom.

GcxxI Luck Klu. See Ya

SPECIAL CAMPUS
VACATION PACKAGES
FROM CONTIKI HOLIDAYS
TOUR EUROPE, CRUISE THE GREEK ISLES,
OR DISCOVER AUSTRALIA AT SPECIAL SAVINGS

If you've ever thought about exploring Europe, cruising the Greek isles, or kick·
ing -back in Australia, this may be the year to do it. Now until the end of the year,
~ontiki Holidays--the company specializing in travel for 18 - to - 35 year olds -- is offer~ng college students special savings on three select tours.

: : ~~n~aY~~~~~Y·1:~ !: gtri:<

· ····):)::: ..t •.:.:•• Plhiter :'i:..::;.........::
· Moi)~ay% $~tGr8ay .$ :Prn·

THROUGH A SPECIAL CAMPUS PROMOTION, STUDENTS AT 450
COLLEGES CAN SAVE UP TO $370 OVER
, THE REGUALRLAND/AIR PRICE ON:

381-1'722
7312 Natural Bridge

A 19-DAY AUSTRALIA/GREAT BARRIER REEF TOUR;

We Accept Mastercard and Visa

A IS·DAY GREEK ISLAND HOPPI,NG CRUISE/TOUR; .

***
****

THE IS-DAY 'EUROPEAN DISCOVERY,' VISITING
NINE COUNTRIES.

T HE L EGEN DARY COMEDY CLUB
PRESENTS

-LOOK FOR CONTIKI POSTERS WITH COLORFUL PAMPHLETS ON THE TOURS , LOCATED IN YOUR STUDENT UNION NOW THROUGH MAY 31. - THE PAMPHLETS CONTAIN A MAIL-IN COUPON FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLUS A TOLL-FREE NUMBER (800950-1037), TO TALK DIRECTLY WITH A CONTIKI REPRESENTATIVE. - STUDENTS CAN
ALSO REQUEST A FREE COMPLETE COLOR BROCHURE. AN IDEAL GIFT FOR GRADUATION, CONTIKI TOUR INTINERARIES ARE DESIGNED WllfT A WIDE VARIETY OF ACTIVITIES, FROM VISITING WORLD FAMOUS MUSEUMS TO SAMPLING LOCAL PUBS.
EACH TOVR IS ACCOMPANIED BY A YOUNG PROFESSIONAL TOUR GUIDE, LAND

COLLEGE NIGHT
EVERY

TUESDAY

JUST$4!
(HALF THE REGULAR ADMISSION)

lilT'S CHEAPER THAN

A MOVIE

II

RESERVATIONS ARE REQUIRED
SPECIAL EVENTS EXQ,UDED
2 BEVERAGE MINIMUM .
NOW TILL THE END OF FEBRUARY - ENJOY
TmS $4.00 OFFER MONDAY THRU THURSDAY.

Louis Union Station • Second Level
validated Parking in Union Station Lots

SHOWTIMES: MON·SAT 8 PIVI
LATESHOWS: FRI & SAT 10 PM

TRAVEL IS IN COMFORTABLE CONTIKI COACHES WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART SOUND
SYSTEMS, AND THERE IS PLENTY OF FREE TIME TO EXPLORE ON YOUR OWN. INCLUDED IN THE TOURPRICE ARE ACCOMMODATIONS IN HOTELS AND SPECIAL
FULL-SERVICE RESORTS, LAND AN CRUISE TRANSPORTATION, SIGHTSEEING ,
DIALY BREAKFAST, SELECT DINNERS, AND MORE.- AN ADDED BONUS IS THE OP.

PORTUNITY TO MAKE NEW, LIFELONG FRIENDS, AND THE UNFORGETTABLE MEMORIES OF DISCOVERING OTHER COUNTRIES.
((~ON'I'IKI )

qontiki Holidays 1432 E. Katella Ave. Anaheim, CA 92805
Admin/Sales (714) 937-0611 Reservations (800) 466-0610
Facsimile (714) 937-161£
.

Ii
I

I
I

L _ ~O! ~4..:. ~!1'28~s..:..M.!. 4~~ _ .J

MISH-L. Thanks for all your
help this past week with stories.
I appreciate it a lot. I love you
sooo much. Robina .

II

SEND r.,.lE 2 FREE ROLLS

NEED FINANCIAL AID F0R
NEXT YEAR? Financial Aid
Hunters will match scholarships,
grants and loans for the
undergrad, graduate student, or
athlete. Everyone is eligible. Call
toll free 1-800-USA-l221 Ext.
#2312.

Doctoral candidate needs professional-level research, writing and
editing assistance. Must be skilled,
diligent, reliable and cheerful. Reply
at once by mail or fax to: RESEARCHER, p.o. Box 173, Maryland Heights, MO. 63043 Fax 2982777.

BOOKS BOUGHT. Buying fine qualPERSONALS
ity 1x>ok collections. 80,(0) 1x>oks. A
COLLECTOR'S BOOKSHOP.
ENJOYEXPLOITING
6275 Delmar. Uruversity City, Delmar
WOMEN? You won't believe
Loop. 7216U7.
what we're about! Send SASE +
$2 for information to: MDMA,
W . 6th, suite C-115, Lawrence,
KS . 66049.

.\ toga;;:l71c c,ll b the

Heat Included

•

HOME
PROFESSIONAL
TY PIN G. S tuden ts/B usinesses.
Reasonable Rates. Quick, Quality Service. Hampton/Chippewa
area. Donna 832-4925 .

S lude n t L o an s

I Apartment-• $285

r. Wor'k on Cruise ShipS
Summer He l p Wanted I
Listings f or All Major~'1
Cruise Li nes
I
$4 95 + $ 1 S+H
I

SERVICES

OPPORTUNITIES

E D ITORIALS
April 6, 1992
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Give Touhill A Break
School districts do it. Universities follow the same suit.
So why is UM-St. Louis Chancellor Blanche Touhill catching
flak for using UM-St. Louis stationary, mailing lists and bulkmail permits to let former and present students know about the
benefits of Proposition O?
In an article in The St. Louis Post-Dispatch last week, opponents of the Proposition made the Chancellor look foolish. Of
course, they want any edge they can gather to make voters think
twice about the "benefits" if it passed.
Notice the word benefits. At no time did Touhill tell voters to
vote "yes" on the April 7 issue. In fact, the letter said passage of
Proposition 0 would mean a "premier" $16 million diving and
swimming complex to be built at UM-St. Louis.
The letter stated: "The facility will be the site of swimming and
. diving competition during the 1994 Olympic Festival- and
hopefully a future Olympics and other international events."
"The swimming and diving complex will serve as a lasting
community asset. The (outdoor) pool will be accessible to the
public, and the complex's operation will be maintained through
.
a partnership between the city, county and the university."
The letter is an information piece and doesn't ask the public to
take any action or vote.

Wolfbane
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Shoot Concealed Gun Bill
First, the St. Louis Police Department started a gun buyback
prQgram in hopes of ridding the streets of guns in an attempt to
reduce possible crime. The program was heckled and criticized,
but the guns kept pouring in. The department considered it a
success.
But while the program was in its prime, the city witnessed over
200 murders, the highest number ever. The Post-Dispatch · ran
daily articles reporting this tragedy. For a while, it looked' like
something was actually being done to combat crime.
And how is the Missouri legislature helping? By trying to make
it easierto commit crimes. Waitaminute! What's wrong with this
picture?
The Missouri House of Representatives has already passed a
bill that will allow anyone over age 21, who has not been
convicted of a felony or has been diagnosed as having a mental
disability, to carry a concealed weapon. The measure is scheduled to head to the Senate next.
Police across the state have voiced their opposition to the bill,
stating that it allows an additional threat to law enforcement
officials, and many of these officers are members of the NRA and
do not advocate gun control.
While many people would like to carry concealed handguns to
protect themselves, many more would abuse the law by using
concealed weapons to commit crimes. And these criminals
already carry hidden weapons. While the measure would be
beneficial in some cases, it would mostly add to an already
rampant problem.
If the bill manages to elude opponents in the Senate, let's hope
that Gov. Ashcroft has the sense to veto it. The last thing we need
is a legitimate and legal outlet to help criminals.
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Making It Look Good, While Cleaning Sidewalk
by Max Montgomery
of The Current staff

.

The concrete floor of the basement
bar was far from clean and far from
wann but the words were as close to
the truth as I've heard in a long time.
It was Tuesday night and the lead
singer of the group had written the
song only three weeks earlier. It went
a little like this:
There ' s blood on the sidewalk,from
someone I might know.
J stepped around it so I wouldn't

get it on my sole,
on my way to work in Washington
D.C.

My name is America but I pronounce it George.

Commentary

~

..
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Little Written On African Women
March, being designated as
Women's Month, allows women of
all backgrounds to break the code of
silence governing their contributions
to the world . People are waiting to
hear from women during March. They
are more tuned in to the issues, topics
and struggles women face and have
faced for centuries.

Little is ever written about th e battles
that women have had to fight, and the
contributions of African women occupy 'an even smaller space in the
pages of Her-story. African women
have a vast history of s truggle .
Whether in our hom es or in the fields,
we have always confronted and resisted oppression. Passive, meek,
docile and quiet are foreign tenns
when it comes to describing African

Urinating, Va' Don't Say
Gets One Reader Mad
Dear Editor:

David Workman , , .

. ·.

cOpy'ed~tof~ ..

UM-St. Louis is not immune to the
recession. Cuts have been made and
cuts are still to come. Chancellor
Touhill said last week that it has been
tiring and she will be glad when its
over. She has worked for the good of
the University and forthe good of the
school. She stepped into the position
of Chancellor at one of the most inopportune times but she does what she
has to for survival. We will make it if
we follow our chan·cellor's role and
swallow our pride so we can come out
ahead when its over. Chancellor
Touh ill , don't give up but keep the
blade of the axe as dull as possible.
As for those who can't sacrifice,
that's your loss.
Gotta make it look good, even while
cleaning off the sidewalk.

nation people are retiring early in
order to save. Save what, money or
morale?
For the past 20 years, th e Am erican
people and the national government
have been putting up a facade that
could not be broken. But now that
we've been hit in the face with realshown women cleaning blood off the ity, some people are finding it hard to
sidewalk? How much gang graffiti cope with. These are the people that
depicting murder and theft can fit on • will continue trying to live the high
one wall? How much money is being life without a cent in their pockets.
spent on the Presidential campaigns These are the people that cannot
and how much money is being spent swallow their pride and give up a
on finding a cure for AlDS?
little. These are the people that will
This country is not rich . This coun- end up worse off in the end .
But the strong ones, the ones that
try is not poor. This country is destitute. The recession shows that Com- do what they have to for survival, will
panies are downsizing and across the make it.

Some people thinkf' m rich, butf' m
poor.
Golla make it look good.
How many times has th e news

.:,,-

Dear Editor:
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There is a fine line between class
and trash ... and you have crossed it! I
am referencing items included in the
March 23 issue of The Current.
The first repulsive item I noticed
was the illustration of three
"Rivennen" urinating over the side of
a balcony of a hotel. The caption underneath said, "They don't call them
the Ri venn en for nothing."
Then when I turned the page I found
yet another source of humiliation in
the "Ya Don't Say?" column. Now as
a fonner English teacher, I find the
title of the column disheartening".but
that complaint notwithstanding, I am
outraged by the content of this particular column. Here we read about a
man stripping in public, a woman exposing her breasts for baubles, a professor being undressed by women
(what, women against his will?), students having sex in the J.C. Penney
Building, a student stealing and thrilled
by not being caught and a pledge
marching naked in the U-Center.
The Current not only represents

those students who personally write
and edit the paper, but also represents
every person associated with the university. As a member of the UM-St.
Louis community, I take extreme offense by your allowing such material
to be published in the student newspaper. I take teaching at the university
level very seriously as it is partly my
job to encourage professionalism
among my students. When I see such
unprofessional behavior in the university newspaper, I must question
my business here. For example, am I
willing to continue giving so much
heartily to a place which encourages
such blatant unprofessional behavior?
In speaking with the 30 students in
my class, I have found that they concur
with me in believing that you have
shirked your responsibility by projecting a skewed reflection of us.
I hope and trust that you will print
this letter. I am sending copics to
several university administrators as
well.
Mimi Paris
Communication Department

women. We have never sa t back and
allowed any fonn of oppression (ccr
lonialism, slavery, sexism or rac!sm)
to hinder us from struggling.
Her- story is filled with stron g,
zealous and non-confonning sisters
who were " sick and tired of being
sick and tired." The Portuguese
colonization of Angola came at great
cost due to the fearless military resistance of the people led by Queen
Nzingha. It was only upon her death
in 1663 that the Portuguese began to
OCcupy Angola. Later the Dutch,
Spaniards, British, French and practically every other European country
was able to colonize Africa, resulting
in the killing and enslavement of
hundreds of millions of Africans.
Despite this brutal, inhumane and
tragic event, African women continued to struggle. The leadership of
Harriet Tubman with the Underground Railroad enabled hundreds of
Africans to escape slavery.
It is written that she carried a pistol
as "motivation" for those who were
reluctant to take their freedom. Slavery produced many female leaders
around the world. In the Virgin Islands, during the nineteenth century,
there were violent labor revolts in
opposition to the economic peonage
which replaced th e slave labor sys.

.

.

tern on the sugar plantations. The
leaders of many of these were women.
One name that is revered in the islands
is Queen Mary Thomas, whose militant efforts against oppression were
relentl ess and legendary.
This sam e resistance to oppression
has continued during the current century, from Annal. Cooper in the early
1900s to Amy Garvey, Shirley
DuBois, Mbalia Camara and Titina
Silla. These and many other women
were on the front lines of the liberation struggle, in Africa and around the
world. Assata Shukur became known
as the "Mother" of the Blatk Panther
Party in the late 1960s. She is still
struggling for African liberation today.
These legacies of generations of
strong and militant African women
continues today. One representation
of this is the lyrics of rap artist Sister
SouUah, whose music exemplifies the
strength of African women. New
generations, like her, must take the
baton of struggle with pride. Our
destiny is in our hands. In the words of
the popular song by "Mama Africa",
Miriam Makeba, A LUT A CONTINUA-THE STRUGGLE CONTINUES.
Sisterhood Exchange
.
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.. The Current welcomes letters to eeHt6r on subjects of interest to
its readers, Short letters are mQst likely!obe chosen for publication ; but
. the us~ of any material is at the discretion of ttleeditor: .
... ... .
: . ' Editing.maybe necessaryfor sp·ace and clarity 10 avoid obscenity,
:libel 'brinvasicin of privacy,but ideasWillnot be altered. ... .•.. . ....•.•
..
Upon request, editors will use initials only; but only rarely and for
. ·i::ompelling reasons. A signE!d,lette(carries more weight with readers : .
•. Letters do
necessarily reflect theopin ions otth is· newspaper:···....
• .·.•·..... :AII.leftersmlJstbear IhehCindvvrttten signp,tureof the writeralld :·
incluq~jiddress;sludentidentification number and phone number for·.
':V~rjti~F~hpiirposeS(address , stud¢nt.identiticatiorl rlumberandphbne ·
':}JY.~.~.rw.i!~' n<?~·.~· print~.d) ~ : '
.."
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Campus Crime Tips
Here are some tips from the
UM·St. Louis police. Remember!
Crime prevention is a community
effort.

tudent Support Service To
Host Awards Presentation
Student Support Services Pro.

gram is one of three original stu1. Do not hesitate to call Police
when confronted.
2. Keep your residence room
locked.
3. At night always walk in groups
of at least two and stay on walkways.
4. Familarize yourself with the
location of emergency phones on
campus.
5. When parking remove valuables form plain view inside your car.
Lock them in the truck. Lock your
car.
6. Engrave your valuables with
your social security number or drivers license number.
7. Make copies of credi t cards and
other valuable papers in your wallet
8. Report all loses that occur on
campus to the university police immediately.
9. Stay in control. Do not allow
abuse of alcohol or drugs to put you at
risk.
10. Do not leave personal property unattended.
11. If you think something appears suspicious or unusual call the
police. We would rather check and
investigate before then after.

dent retention programs federally
funded by the U.S. Department of
Education, and designed to ensure
the success of its participants.
The program provides eligible
college students with supportive
services such as uniquely designed
workshops, personal counseling,
academic support and assistance
in obtaining financial aid. Eligibility is based on family size vs. income, level of parental education
and other factors obtained through
testing and counseling. Once students are accepted into the program, they are assigned to workshops, activities and seminars on
courses thatwilIenhancetheirskilIs
and abilities. Student progress is
monitored on a regular basis.

The success rate proves that
Student Support Services works. A
study conducted for the Department
of Education by Systems Developrnent Corporation found that students who receive Support Services
are. more . than twice as likely to
fimsh therr first year of college as
students who do not receIve the services .
The programs were initiated under the Title IV act of 1965 and
named some original programs
known as the TRIO programs: Tal·
ent Search,and Upward Bound ..
Student Support Service is 10cated in the Center for Academic
Development, which is located on
the fifth floor of the SSB Tower.
Students who have achieved
academically at UM-St. Louis will
be honored at the Hawthome Room
on Wednesda .

Cycle from page

SGA Applicati.,ons Due In

1

or abusing, order t/)eabuser to avoid
any contact with the victim, give
custody of children to the victim
and order the abuser to undergo
counseling. Orders of protection are
available at local courthouses. Police can arrest the abuser for violating the order.
Next week The Current will
profile a battered woman and describe her personal account of an
abusive relationship.
Women needing help or information on fInding a shelter can call
The Women's Center at 946-6854,
The Women's Self Help Center at
531-2003 or ALIVE at 993-2777
day or night
Women seeking information on
obtaining an order of protec tion can
call 454-6910.

Any students interested in running for 1992 Student Government
Association positions who wants to
be placed on the ballot must apply by
noon on Friday, April 10. Applications may be picked up in the SGA

office, room 262, University Center,
or in the Evening CollegeOfficeRoom
324, Lucas Hall. Instructions for fIling are included in the application.
Elections will be held April 29-30.
For more information calJ553-5105.
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Express' You'.r Opinion
Write a letter to the editor and
you will be he·ard.

f
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Sorry to bother you Martha, but do you
have an issue of The Current?
:.-:. ::

Have your prescription fi l l ll~d
during class ... ".. ~

r ..
P"us

• Free Delivery

Just Seconds
From Campus! !

• Computerized Prescription
Drug Interaction
• Patient Consulting on the
Correct Use of Prescription
Drugs

385-5400
7605 Natural Bridge Rd

ISUBLIMINAL SEDUCTION I
TRAFFIC LAW CENTER
OF SULLIVAN & ASSOCIATES

WEST

NORTH

CITY

984-0700

839-8111

752·7800

13350 MANCHESTER RD
1 MILE WEST OF 1-270

./

8213 N. LINDBERGH
3835 S. KINGSHIGHWAY
1 MILE NORTH OF 1-270CORNER OF CHIPPEWA &

I ' m Here
When You Need M e

a

CI RRUS.

The AutoJllatie Teller
Normandy Bank Customers, get your application at the 'acility in University Center or call usat 383·
5555 . If you have your account at another bank ; your ATM card can be used at the machine In Univer·
sity Center if it has a BankMate or Cirrus symbol on it .

7151 NATURAL BRIDGE

ST. LOUIS, MO 63121
Member FDIC'

Thursday, Apri' 9, 1992
J.C.PENNEY AUDITORIUM· 1:30 P.M.
A mu,ti·media presentation on the s ecret
ways advertising firms arou s e your s e xuality
to manipulate you as a consumer.
In Person

DR. ·WILSON BRYAN KEY
Author ~f-THE AGE OF MA N IPULATION·
(a new book from Henry Holt Publishers)
and the Best-Selling Signet Paperbacks
SUBLIMINAL SEDUCTION, MEDIA
SEXPLOITATION, and THE
CLAM·PLATE ORQY

d
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Unsung Heroes at UMSL? It's True!
by HII Newton
Current features reporter

combined second and third grade class
at Field Branch School in the S t. "U:luis
Public School District.
Who is Marilyn Ditto? Her name
"I like the middle grades better. I
may not be well-known, but her
wanted to be a fourth grade teacher,
achievements in assisting the dis- . but I got second and third when I first
\started out," she said lightheartedly.
abled and international students at
After her teaching years, Ditto
the UM-St. "U:luis are.
. Marilyn Ditto has been the Adwas a housewife for eight years. This
was when the idea for her present
ministrator for Special Student Procareer was formulated.
grams at UM-St. "U:luis for the past
"My ex-husband wasarehabilita12 years . She does all she can to
make the lives of disabled and intertion counselor ... and counseling,
working with people and talking with
national students on campus a little
easier.
people ... was always something that
"I worked with three groups of
I seemed to do well. So when I went
students (disabled, minority and inback to work on my master' s, I got a .
master's in counseling, and my emternational) for probably a good six
or seven years. Then we narrowed it
phasis was in rehab," she said.
down to the two. Currently, I just
After receiving her master's dework with disabled and in·ternational
gree from UM-St. "U:luis, Ditto went
students," she said.
on to do an internship at St. Louis
Ditto originally had her sights
Regional Center for the Developset on a different career. She mamentally Disabled. She then went on
jored in elementary education and
to work at St. Louis Association for
minored in physical education at
Retarded Children (SLARC), where
she worked with two- tofive-year-old
Harris Teacher's College (now
Harris-Stowe). During her junior
children with such disabilities as
year, she. was a substitute teacher,
Down's Syndrome, or those with brain
damage.
and after graduating she taught a

Ya Don't Say?
What Is Your Idea Of
The Perfect Date?
by Michele Lawson
photographer

.. A man who is kind and cool
and loves to eat dinner at Blueberry Hill. He loves to wear his
'blue and whit~' out to party on
Friday night."
-Mindy Harmon, Junior, Business Administration

"Bungy cord jumping from the
arch, followed by an evening of
watching the planes fly by the
94th Aero Squadron restaurant
with the perfect date."
-Karaja Kiburi, Junior, Computer
Science

"A man who has style; charm, a
weird sense of humor ... and of
course, a Geo Storm!"
-Cory Filstead, Sophomore,
Secondary Education/History

"I need a woman who has
common sense, can make me
laugh, · and has the ability to
teach me something."
-Thomas Kreuzkamp, Senior,
Business Administration

"I need a body builder with a
goal in life. He's got to be able
to dance-so he can keep up
with me on the dance floor."
-Holly Richards, Freshman,
Business Administration

"In early afternoon we would walk
around Westport Plaza, talk, laugh,
and just be ourselves. We wouldn't
put on a show or a mask. We
would sit down by the lake and
watch the sunset. Then we would
go to a restaurant that wasn't too
formal or stiff. If you're with the
right person it doesn't matter much
what you do. She would just have
to know what real love is."
-Brad Panassow, Junior, Business
Administration

Later, she worked at Metropolitan Employment Rehabilitation Ser-

vices (MERS), where she helped
evaluate disabled people to determine
their suitability for various types of
training, education, or employment.
In August 1980, she was hired by
UM-St. Louis. Her original title was
Coordinator for Special Services for
Handicapped, Minority and Foreign
Students. After a year, she changed
her title, exchanging the words "disabled" for "handicapped" and "international" for "foreign. "-"Probabl y the
best thing I fmd in this job is that there
are many intrinsic rewards," she said.
"The fact thatI've been here now, it'll
be 12 years soon .. J've been here to
meet my students when they fIrst arrive, and I'm at every commencement ... so I see them from the very
beginning through to graduating ...
and that's just fantastic."
"I think Miss Ditto is a very dedicated and energetic worker," ChanPhoto: Dirk Fletcher
cellor Blanche Touhillsaid. "Her work
SAY CHEESE! Marilyn Ditto has been with UM-St. Louis for 12 years, and has been an instrumental factor
with the handicapped has been . an
in the placing and graduating of many students who may need extra assistance with their enrollment.
asset to the campus."
Sophomore Cheri Robertson, an attending UM-St. "U:luis for three se- getting books on tape and books in Louis' unsung heroes. Her name and
applied psychology major, was mesters. She said that Ditto was a big Braille.
her accomplishments deserve recogblinded two years ago and has been help in assisting her in finding tutors,
nition.
Marilyn Ditto is one of UM-St.

sex and Dating: Doing It The Right Way
by Robin Mayo
features· editor

invol ving corporations, businesses,
schools and more recently, sexual
conflict between coIIegt: students.
A small, socially aware and in-Hall has been lecturing at colleges
terested few sat anxiously in their across the nation for the past five
chairs. A medium sized man in his years.
Initially Hall talk ed to only
late 20s stood calmly in front of the
curious audience . Across his women's groups or at women's censweatshirt was quite an eye-catching ters on college campuses about dating,
sex, date rape and sexual assaults .
phrase.
"Just because we're dating, don't
He feels that even though all
people are not affected directly by
mean we're mating."
"Or as some people prefer to read rape or sexual assault, the violent acts
it, just because we're mating, don't indire.ctly affects the environment in
mean we're dating", .said Bob Hall at which everyone lives.
a lecture in the JC Penney auditorium
"Being a guy that has never been
Wednesday titled "Hands Off, Let's affected by a rape or sexual assault
still affects my ability to have a relaTalk," concerning sex and dating.
"Hands Off," Hall said, stands for tionship, so it's real difficult to say it
respect in relationships, not anti-sex affects just women or just men," Hall
but anti·force, and "Let's Talk" sig- said.
nifies the need for direct and honest,
Many campuses will not consider
open communication between part- bringing Hall' s program to th eir
schools, because, Hall says by offerners.
Bob Hall is the owner of Learning ing and announcing this type of lecTo Li ve With Conflict, a company ture people would think "We have a
that deals with conflict resolutions problem here on this campus." He

said colleges don't wan t to send that
type of message, and it's bad for admissions.
"No parent is going to send their
children to sc~ool where there are

problems with date and acquaintance
rape," Hall said.
Growing up, children in most

See DATING, page 6

Photo: Tina
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WATCH THOSE HANDS! Bob Hall demonstrates a "first move" on a
date with the help of Merissa Burnett , chairperson of the University
Program Board.

Access To Success Creator Honored
With Tho mas Jefferson Award
by Linda Jarrett
Current features reporter
Doris Trojcak, UM-St. Louis
Professor of Education was awarded
the Thomas Jefferson Award March
19, in ceremonies on the UM·S t. Louis
campus.
This award isgiven annually to an
educator from one of the four university of Missouri campuses who best
exemplifies "personal influence and
performance of duty in teaching and
writing and scholarship, character and
influence, devotion and loyalty to the
University."
Trojcak has been an educator for
33 years, devoting much of that time
to.insure that young children are provided with the greatest possible opportunity to -learn and to enjoy the
learning experience.
Trojcak feels very strongly that
the attitude of the elementary teacher
is every bit as important as what he or
she teaches day after day . She re-

MO-THE-SPACE-GUY

ferred to a quote in A Nation at Risk:
The Imperative for Educational Reform. published by the U.S. Department of Education which says, "Elementary teac hers in partic ular
must foster enthusiasm for learning ."
"The problem is not so much with
kids as with the teacher," says Trojcak.
"You have to breakdown their
(teacher's) fear of science and help
them rediscover th eir sense of curiosity. That way, they'll learn." She
continued, "Teaching is a lonely
business at the elementary level.
Teachers have little interaction with
adults."
A native of Taylorville , IL,
Trojcak became a nun and received a
bachelor's degree in biology from
Webster College. After teaching parochial schools for nine years, she
decided she couldn't handle the rigidity. She was released from her vows
and taught in the Ladue School District. She remained affiliated with
Webster College which, at that time,

was th e "powerhouse" for marh ~ nd
science curric ulum. Th ro ugh her affiliation, she was instrumental in de·
veloping a curriculu m for plants in
the science department for Ladue
schools.
Recognizing her interest in science, Troj cak felt she needed more
education and, through a Ford Foundation Grant, was able to attend Indiana University. She was one. of the
firs t students to utilize a four year
graduate program that co mbin ed
method instruction with supervi sion.
Among her courses were those which
dealt with teaching how to learn science in order to teach it to children.
She graduated from Indiana University with master's and doctoral degrees in science education.
Through the years, Trojcak has
developed a way to motivate children.
"You have to tap their natural
curiosity," she said . "Despite rhe wa y
kids are hooked on Nin tendo and

shoppin g malls, little kids ha ve a
burning sense of cwiosity, and you
need to realize kids will best lea rn by
interacti on with objects and natural

See AWARD, page 4

DORIS TROJCAK
by Tom Knox
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DATING from pageS
families were never given permission to talk about issues involving
sex, and so most children learned
about sex from friends, older brothers and sisters, at school; on the bus,
through movies and from watching
television.
Bits and pieces of information,
some right and some wrong would
formulate a child's idea of what sex
was really all about, he said.
''I'll guarantee we didn't all hear
the same things, put the same way,
from the same sources. A lot depended on your religious beliefs, your
family'S values, the kind of environment you grew up in, how much
television or movies you watched,
whether or not your friends were
sexually active or if you came from a
home where there was physical,
emotional or sexual abuse," Hall said.
"All these things play a role in the
attitudes and expectations of dating
and relationships."
When we reach our adult lives,
we act upon the thoughts and conceptions learned as children, and after a
certain point, have closed the door on
gaining new knowledge about sex,
Hall said.
Another factor is the comfort level
people have when talking about sex.
Hall said some audiences may not be
as at ease with the topic as others.
Double standards and inconsistencies are common in society, and
children growing up can easily receive mixed signals, he said.
Women are perceived as passive
and gentle creatures who do not initiate sexual contact, allowing men to
decide when and what will happen
and how, he said.
Men are stereotyped as the aggressors, who make all the decisions,
including ones concerning sex.
Hall said even the labels assigned
to men and women show the scales
are not balanced. When referring to a
male who is "good with the ladies,"
he is referred to as a "stud," connoting positive characteristics. On the
other end of the spectrum, a female
who performs in the same manner is
stamped on the forehead with the
term "slut."
Orientations may not be the same
for people who begin dating or who
are in a relationship. Instead of communicating thought and feelings,
couples will keep it to themselves,
otherwise a conflict may arise, Hall
said.
"We might be thinking to ourselves, 'What would they say or do if

"".' "..... .... . ,. "., 'C''.
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they knew I wanted to do this later on
this evening?' or 'How would they
feel if I didn't wan t to become sexual?"
Hall said. "Would they still be with
me tonight? Would they still have
paid for dinner?"
Instead of people saying what is
on their minds, Hall said they develop
hidden agendas and secret strategies
to try to assert those agendas.
It is human nature to avoid conflict. Hall said it starts like a small [lIe,
smoldering inside. As it grows,
umealeased conflict blazes into a raging inferno, usually causing the per-

son to get burned. This reinforces the
idea that conflict is bad and should be
avoided.
Talking about your feelings is
usually the best solution, and Hall .
offers this ad vice.
When partaking in creative, nocturnal activity, stop every so often
and check in with your partner. It
takes three seconds to say "Is this
okay?", so you can be sure you are not
overstepping the bounds of a relationship. This allows a partner to know
that it is oka to say "Stop" or "No, I
don't want to."
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St. Charles ___ 724-1200
Hampton South ,962-3653 ·
Midtown _____ 946-4900 "--""

THE BOAT MEN'S '
NATIO NAL BANK
OF ST.lOUIS

PART-TIME
INPUT

PROCESSORS

Attentioo College Studenul The Boalmen'. Natiao::a1 Bank of SL' LooiJ is seeking paIttime input proceuon for secrnd and third dlifU, good hOOTll for full-time Jtudcnu, It our
8th and Marlc.Cl Street locatiOll.
SOO1e of the respoosibilities will include opening envelopes, verifying the neg~y
of -:.aeeks, running a IO-key addin& machine tape OIl the check. and hatching the work.
Paid 00.-the-job training u provided. So:n~ ov.,,-time II required.
Oursecood !hifthours are fran 3 p.m. -II :30p.m. and our third !hiftis IO:OOp.m.. - 'IYJ
a.m. (Most schedules include Fridays and Sundays.) We pay S5.51 peT hour, 10% shift

I

differentiAl, pili! paid paIking.

....

If you are looking for a part-time positiOll with • depCDd..'!ble schedule, fixed boon and
great pay, Boalme:n 's is the place for you.
Send your resume noting this ad or apply in person 00 Tuesday or Thursday
10 a.m. - 2 p.m. to:
The Boatmea '. N.tioaal Bank of SL Louis
HaD/lUI Resources Dept.
ATTN:PfIP
1 Boatmen's P1aD

St. Looi~. MO 63101

:.

Stephen King, the author
who has scared millions of book
lovers and movie goers for years, is
now going to show you w hat scares
him in Stephen King's "Sleepwalkers," a film based on the first
original screenplay ever written by
King.
The picture also marks the
first major film role for "Twin
Peaks" Madchen Amic.
Be the envy of your friends .
by wearing your free "Sleepwalkers" T-shirt!
The first 15 people who
come by The Current, #1 BMOB,
Thesday April 7, will receive a
free" Sleepwalkers" t-shirt!

All services are free and confidential.

.........

.-·

SLEEPWALKERS

• PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING & ASSISTANCE.

r

.:.: . : .:

~iiflwl~t?lfl~~!~~~it{~~;:t~~t;~t~~ :~l~i!~i~ii~~~ii

I

Brentwood ____ 962·5300
Ballwin ______ 221-2266
Bridgeton ____ 227 -B115

.. :. ',:,
.
f~·:;:~tr}:\.:···
~

,

,

• FREE TEST, with immediate results
pregnancy 10 days after it begins.

}';? ::

---

GIVE BL.OOD EACH
SEASON

There are hundreds
01 questions on the
GMAT, .GRE and LSAT.
This checklist will help
you answer.all of them.
Kaplan makes test prep convenient. .
With 150 centers and thousands of class schedules, the
odds are we'll be ready to teach when and where you
need us to be there.
Kaplan helps you manage your time.
Diagnostic tests are personalized counseling help you
recognize stumbling blocks early on, before they hurt
your perfonnance.

,

.

UM-ST. L.OUIS
BL.OOD DRIVE!
April 13th,
10 a.m. to 7 p .m .
and April 14th,
9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
1 ~6 J .C. ~~nney J:SUlld,ng
SPONSORED BY BETA ALPHA PSI

ALL DONORS ELIGIBLE FOR RAFFLE WITH PRIZES FROM:
CARDINAL BASEBALL, DOMINO'S PIZZA, K-SHE, PASTA HOUSE,
STREETSIDE RECORDS, ,~,:;C MOVIE THEATRE, TURNER'S FROZEN cusTARD, FANTASTIC SAM'S, FUNNY BONE COMEDY CLUB, ST. LOUIS BLUES
HOCKEY, MC C0NiJ/ n'$, THE MUNY, ,AND MORE!!!

Kaplan offers the best value.
Our course~ are competitively priced and offer the
complete preparation that has helped more students get
into the school of their choice than anyone else.
Kaplan is the industry leader. .
S3 years of experience and 2 million graduates prove
. we've got the expertise and resources it takes to help
students succeed.

Delcrest Plaza At 1-70
8448 Delmar Blvd.

(314) 997 -7791
K aplan Test Prep
B The Answer

~"

i.
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For Kelly, Pitch.i nglsn't Childs Play

Biondi And Ziegle~;
Not Fpolin' April 1
by Russell L. Korando
sports editor

Last Wednesday was an April Fools
day that will "live in infamy" among
the St. Louis sporting community.
In a 24 hour span, the National
.; Hockey League players union announced that they would go ahead with
their threat to strike and St. Louis University basketball head coach Rich
Grawer "resigned".
First, some thoughts on the NHL
players strike. In the leagues 75 year
history there has not been one strike by
the players. Their 560-4 vote to strike
came after rejecting the NHL owners
new collective bargaining agreement
Ths stance, by the players, marks
the first time they have had the guts to
stand up to the leagues archaic thinking. Owners cite huge losses in profits
and escalating salaries as a reason for
not accepting the players package.
Well, obviously they are not following the rest of the . professional
sporting world. Most pro bowlers make
more money a year than the pro
pucksters. If Brett Hull hit home runs
like he scored goals he would be making
$10 million a year playing baseball.
A lot of fans and journalists see this
event as the leagues "end of innocence".
.
j
Major League Baseball has Struck three
times in the last 20 years and the National FootballLeague has struck twice
in the last 10.
One of the biggest contributors of
the players fmstration is the lack of
exposure on network television.
Disregarding the last three All-Star
games, the last time a game was televised on a network was 1980. CBS
broadcast the final game of the Stanley
Cup. And what a game it was. Bobby
Nystrom scored the game winner
against the Philadelphia Flyers, in
overtime, to give the fledgling New
York Islanders their first Cup. I remember thinking after that game,
"wow" with the action, emotion and
+'
f ervor -'JUs t WI'me ssed by all of
lan
America the NHL would breath s~me
'!I'e
ne tw 0 rk ill'.
Wrong! Even after that game, and
the telecasts of the U.S. Olympic hockey
team winning a gold medal, the league
decided to turn it's cold shoulder to the
rest of America devoid of an NHL
franchise.

Photo: Mie M. Ali
CHILD THING: UM-St. Louis pitcher Kelly Childs led Lafayette High to a
state championship in 1987.
attitude," Childs said.
Catcher Stephanie Adelmann likes what
by Pete Dicrisplno
Childs has brought to the team.
Current sports reporter
"Kelly keeps everyone going during the
games, the girls kriow she'll be there when
If you happen to catch a UM-St.Louis we need her," Adelmann said.
Though Childs' record of 4-6 is subpar,
Riverwomen's softball game this year, there
is a 70 percent chance you will see right- the rest of her pitching statistics are by no
means subpar. She has pitched 57 innings,
handed pitcher Kim Childs toe the rubber.
The Riverwomen rely heavily on the arm and has a 1.70 earned run average.
of Childs, who is slowly becoming the pitching
"I feel comfortable putting Kelly out
there," Brumbaugh said. "She'll only get
ace of the team.
Childs, a junior English major, is in her better as the season goes on."
What can opposing hitters look for when
first year at UM-St. Louis having transferred
from Columbia College in Missouri. She not they face Childs? How about an assortment
' only brings a solid arm to the team, but also of pitches from an inside-outside curve, to a
change-uD, a roll-over. or slow curve, Childs
carries a resume of impressive credentials.
A three-time most valuable player at has about eight pitches all together.
. Lafayette' High School, Childs helped the
"K~lly not only has good control, but
Lancers to a state championship in 1987 and she's also a smart pitcher who knows what to
a state runner-up finish in 1986. She also throw and when La throw it," Adelmann said.
Childs now more than ever will be a key
helped Columbia College win two district
three titles in her two-year stint with the team. to how the Riverwomen finish.
The RiveT\vomen not only lost four of
"Kelly has excellent coritrol and doesn't
get rattled out on the mound," Riverwomen five games in the MlAA South Division
ToumamentonMar. 27-28, but they also lost
coach Harold Brumbaugh said.
Childs believes she has tried to bring two starters to injuries.
Right fielder Amy Deal may be lost for
some of her winning experience to the
. the rest of season with a knee injury, and
Riverwomen this year.
"I try to keep everyone up during the
See CHILDS, page 8
games, and help the team maintain a good

Page 7
tive one."
Ocello was originally signed to
be with the team foronlya few games.
But with the injury to Curtis Joseph,
thePeoria Rivemen needed a backup
goalie. He ended up staying with the
team for two and a half weeks.
Ocello, 6 feet 175 ]Xlunds, considers himself to be an angle goalie,
similar to Curtis Joseph. He likes to
come out and challenge the shooter
and to cut down the angle.
Even though Ocello was released
recently, he still thinks highly of the
experience. Ocello says that before
leaving for Peoria, he wasn't sure if
hockey was what he wanted to do as
his career. But after going down to
Peoria, he realized that "I can play at
this level."
The release from the Rivermen
doesn't disillusion him from minor
league hockey. "I was pretty excited
about the entire thing," and he was
happy to be with the team for an
extended period.
Photo : Alfie M. Ali
As a child, OceBo decided to
PUCK STOPPER: Matt Ocello earned a shot
become a goalie because it was a
at a hockey fans greatest dream.
challenge to him. He believes that it
is the hardest ]Xlsition to play in any
sport, because "you have to move
quick:'
His older brother is a role model
:::::::::::.:.:: " ' :':" :::::/::::' :
and
influenced him to play hockey.
..............:.-:... .........:.•...:.:::... .:.:' . ..
by Jack C. Wang
Ocello grew up watching his brother
Current sports reporter
play hockey, and "he is the
reason I started playing."
"Peoria is a great place to play,"
Growing up in Affton, UM-St.
Ocello
said. "The tearn gets fantastic
Louis' MattOcelloalways wanted to he
sUp]Xlrt,
and the first night I arrived,
a hockey player. At the early age of 5,
the
game
against Phoenix was sold
he decided that he wanted to be a
out"
Ocello
adds that everyone in
hockey goalie.
town
knows
who
you are if you play
Recently, Ocello got his chance.
Wayne Thomas, the assistant coach of hockey.
The only weakness in Ocello's
the St. Louis Blues contacted Ocello
ability
as a goalie is his concern with
the
Blues'
minor
league
about
joining
::::-.
his mental concentration. Ocello be-: ...;.:. " >.:.:
team
in
Peoria.
," ,' :.. { >.
"It was the best experience in . lieves playing at the minor league
hockey,"
said Ocello, who was signed level is 90 percent mental , "The
.::... ...
":":.:':': .:::. to a tryout contract He was the backup physical part of the game is somegoalie tole. Beregon on an emergency thing that you should know how to
basis. While Ocelio never got into a play already," he said.
game, he caIls the experience "a ]XlsiSee aceI/o, page 8

UM-St. Louis Goalie
Heads Up-River To Peoria

Rivennen Face Mo. Southern In Key Conference Play
Have Won 11 OutO/LastI3
by Greg Albers
Current sports reporter

Despite the cold weather, the UMSt.Louis baseball Ri venn en continued
their hot streak last week.
After splitting a weekend double
header with UM-Rolla, the ballclub
beat McKendree, SIU-Edwardsville
and Eureka on successive days to run
their overall record to l4~8. With the
.victory. over Eureka,
. the ,Rivermen had
won elgh.t of theu last mne games and
of theu last 13.
" I " t h th
th
.
.m h,~PY WI
e wa~ e team
IS playrng, S31dhead coachJ1IT1 Brady.
"~e t;at a good team (Wednesday)
mght.
t .
The victory Brady was re emng to
was the come-from-behind triumph
Just think. After the Super Bowl . against SIUE that was played in near
what do sports fans really have to chose freezing temperatures. Aided by a two
from except basketOOJl? Let' ssee. There key errors, Brady's bunch staged a four
is exciting bowling action. Can Pete run eighth inning rally that put the team
Weber pick up the spare for win? Oh ahead for good in the 6-4 win overthe
God, I can hardly stand the drama. Cougars.
Sophomore Donnie Jolliff and
There is also .a lot of golf tournaments
freshman
Jason Wilson contributed key
being played during the winter months,
hits
and
junior Blaine Shetley was
and don't get me wrong I'm an avid
credited
with
the victory. J uniorChuck
golf participant, but wa~hing a bunch
McNelly pitched the final two innings
of guys playing golf in Florida or Hato nail down the save.
waii is not something I want to see
"Chuck has really been throwing
during the month of January, in St the baIl well," said Brady. "We had
Louis.
used (J im) Foley the night before so we
If the players and owners can reach
brought Chuck in with men on fIrst and
an agreement by the start of the play- third and he got the double play."
offs-Wedensday- the league and the
On Thursday the team put on their
networks should get together and plan hitting shoes for a 22-1 trouncing of
for some games of the week for 1992- Eureka that was capped by an 11 run
93.
sixth inning. The club set school records
Just the thought of the New York for hits in an inning (13) and hits in a
Rangers missing out on their first game (29). All the regulars notched at
Stanley Cup title since 1940 is enough
least two hits and Jolliff and sophoto bring tears to my eyes. Then again, more Jeff Eye each collected five
so has the play of our beloved Blues safeties to tie another school record.
this year. If the rest of this season is Jolliff raised his team leading batting
canned, itmay have saved Brian Sutters average to .402 with the performance.
job.
Junior Bob Mutnansky got in the carOkay, with thatoutofthe way, let's nage by delivering two home runs over
turn our attention · to "As St Louis the left field wall and collecting six
University turns". It looked for a mo- runs batted in.
ment that ChannelS's Mike (Mookie)
The offensive show almost overBush had lostarelativeashe announced shadowed a brilliant pitching perforGrawers demise. Yeah, he was real mance by freshman Dave Schroll. The
upset wasn't he? Justa few weeks prior six-feet-eight lefty overpowered the
Bush himself sounded Grawers Red Devils en route to a two-hitter. The
victory was his first in the collegieate
See CORNER, page 8

[II

ranks.

"He's my project this year," said a
proud Brady. 'Tm really high on Dave.
He's a hard worker. He's got a lot of
]Xltential. "
The team is shaping up well for the
upcoming conference schedule. The
team batting average is up to a robust
.325, while the hurlers have limited the
opposition to a paltry 223. The defense, however has been suspect at
times. The team has commited 53 errors in 22 games. They have lost seven
of the 12 games in which they commined three or more errors.
In addition, several pitchers have
struggled through bouts of wildness.
Brady attributes much of the difficul:
ties to the cold weather.
"My biggest adversary so far has
been the weather," said Brady.
"It's hard to get loose when it's so
cold. The season really should not begin until April and should not end until
June."
. Brady was happy with the performance of the team the past two weeks,
but his sights were set on the three
games against Southwest Baptist over
the weekend (April 34).
"We've got to focus on this weekend," said Brady. "If we can sweep
Baptist, this team is really going to take
off. These are games we have to win.
They're a good team, but we should
beat them. If we win all three games
we'll be in good shape for Missouri
Southern (April 10, 11)."

Photo: Dirk Fletcher
BIG BOPPER: Rivermen infielder David Leeper gets congrat's after a home run last week ,
Upcoming Rjverrnen Garnes

April 7 Southeast Missouri State
April 9 McKendree
April 10 Missouri Southern
April 11 Missouri Southern (2)
April 13 Northeast Missouri State

Golf Squad Place Second
In Tommy Armour Invitational
Freshman Dave Rhoads took top individual honors as the UM-St. Louis
golf squad finished second in the annual Tommy Armour Rivermen
Invitational on March 30, at Bogey Hills Country Club in St Charles,
Rhoads shot the low score of the day with a I-over -par 70 to pace the
Rivermen, who finished just three strokes behind tournament champion
SIU-Edwardsville. SIU-E defended its 1991 tournament championship
with a score of 305, followed by UM-St Louis and Millikin, both at 308.
The Rivennen entered two separate teams in the 20-tearn tournament,
and both performed well. The "Red" squad was led by Rhoads, who finished
three strokes ahead of SIU-E standout and tournament runner-up Tom
Sweetwood. Ri vennen freshman And y Davison fued a 76 for his best score
of the spring. Brothers Morgan and Levi Gonzales both shot 81, and
sophomore Chris Sanders came in at 82.
The "Gold" team placed 10th in the team standings with a score of325.
Tom Cullinane led the Rivennen with a 79, followed by Andy Turner, at81,
Scott Worley, at 82, Tim Canoy, at 83, and Darren Sutch, at 88.
"I was pleased with the performance of both teams," UM-St Louis Jim
Niederkorn said. "Some of the guys were disappointed with their scores, but
others picked up the slaCk. Overall it was a good day for us."
-Compiled by Jeff Kuchno

Photo: Dirk Fletcher
POW WOW: Skipper Jim Brady conferring on the mound last week.

Upcoming Matches:
April 6-7 Missouri Intercollegiate 7:30 a.m.
April 10-11 Bradley Invitational TBA
April 17-18 Blue Classic 1:00 p.m. 8:00 a.m.
April 24-25 Missouri-Rolla Best Ball 12:00 p.m. 8:00 a.m.
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Corner from pagft]
deathnel1 on his "Sparr'> Plus 30"
program.
The beleaguered Grawer won't
be sailing on any ships named the
"Bounty" in the near future that's
for sure.
His teams dismal 5-23 finish
sure didn't help his cause, but what
did] tell you a couple of weeks ago
about the "magic bullet theory"?
You can bet a Billiken that everyone of those players that walked off
of the team were coerced to some
degree by the local media's crying.
This you can take to the bank.
Whatever happens regarding the
NHL strike and the SLU ordeal
won't effect the positive athletes
andcoacheshereatdearole'UMSL.

FIVE WEEKS L EFT; S TUDY HA RD

UM-St. Louis
Cheerleading
Tryouts
Pre-Tryout Practices

Learn how to
tame a mouse

April 22, 23, 241:30-3:30

Tryouts
April 27 1:30-3:30

A fall tryout for freshmen
and those who miss spring
tryouts will be held in September.

t Basic

If you want to see some exciting softball, come outand see Kelly
Childs and the rest of the
Riverwomen play atSt. Ann 's Fi eld
tin St. Ann
The Riverwomen will play
McKendree Apr. 9, and St. Louis
University Apr. 16.

Macint~sh. computing .~

for s tudents and faculty
$250 A MONTH
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT

. H""

NEWLY RE MODELED
DRAPES, NEW APPLI ANCES

:~::;~:::t~

For more information call :

said.

UM·ST. LOUIS SPECIAL

Even the most user-friendly computer is difficult if you don't
know how to operate it. At Kinko's, we have classes designed to
teach you the ins and outs of Macintosh~ computing. With our
help, you'll be handling the mouse like a pro in no time.
~~=----.-'

Childs from page 7
second baseman Jennifer Sinclair
could miss some games due to a
possible broken nose.
]n addition to the injuries and
after playing five games in two
days with only two pitchers, the
Riverwomen could use a rest.
''I'm praying for rain in our
upcoming games," Brumbaugh

0<.

FREE Macintosh
computer training classes

Janet Evers 553·5125
OR
Marty Evans 429·5050

CABLE READY

RIDICULOUSLY AFFORDABLE
MINUTES FROM. UM-ST. LOUIS

No computer experience necessary. Class size is limited, so please
call ahead to reserve a space. Class time: 6 pm on Fridays.

Show You
GiveA Yell

Open 7 days
524·7549
8434 F10rrisant Rd.
K

(3 blocks from campus)

Springwood Leasing Office
4222 A Springdale
St. Louis. Missouri 63134
429-5609

kinl.D.S~

ft

the copy center

Dan Flaherty contributed some
infonnationfor this article.

Ocel/o from page 7
Ocello feels that his experience at
Peoria will give him an advantage for
minor league tryouts next year.
"Hopefully, I'll be able to play at that .
next level."
Depending on the situation next
year, Ocello will either return to UMSt. Louis' hockey club or sign with a
team after tryouts, which start before
the school year. The dream of playing
professional hockey is something that
you dream about all your life, says
Ocello.
Harold Snepsts, th e former
defenseman for the Blues and current
coach of the peqria Rivermen told
Ocello that he would be happy to give
recommendations to other teams, and
"that gives me lots of encouragement
for next year," Ocello says.
Ocello, 22, is a sophomore at UMSt. Louis and is majoring in business
with an emphasis in marketing and
accounting. Ocello will only lose his
amateur status if he signs a professional contract with a minor league
team.
Hopefully, Ocello will be able to
sign on with a minor league team and
pursue his dream of playing professional hockey in the National Hockey
League.

Read
The
Current
Write
Sports
Features
News
Call

553-5174

Life doesn't suddenly become
calling from payphones easier and-you don't have to reeasy when you get out of college.
place it when you move.
'::'-""""':. There are the challenges of
You'il also have the opportunity to save on AT&T
starting a career, getting settled ina new
long distance calls with the AT&TReach Out®Arnerica
apartment and doing it all within your budget.
Calling Plan.
So to help you out, we put together the
Even our Moving Ahead newsletter can help. BeAT&T Moving Ahead Program.
sides being full of tips on things like managing your
When you sign up; we'll send you a $5
money and job hunting, it includes chances to save
AT&T Long Distance Certificate worth 35
:;t:~~~~~~« on the latest clothes, your favorite CDs and more.
minutes of AT&T long distance calling~* And every time
Just call 1800662-2610,
you move and choose AT&T or switch from another long
Ext. 3835 to join the AT&T
distance company, you'll get even more savings benefits.
Moving Ahead Program.
Since you'll probably be traveling more, you'll also
And get a little extra
get an AT&T Calling Card sent to you, free. It helps make
help after school.

--

'There are no enrollment fees. "Based on an AT&T direct-dial. coast-to-coast call made during the night/weekend time period within the continental U.S.
You may get more or less for your certificate depending on when and where you call.
.

AT&T

